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Description

This premium mid-cut trainer turns a classic style on its heels with its modern, polished

look and smart details. The lightweight nature gives serious weight to the notion of

comfort through a contoured footbed and blown rubber outsole. It's the right mix of

shine and sueded subtleties to put you on top of your game.

Product Details

The Tsubo® Resnik utilizes the following technology:

Dual-density polyurethane footbed

Contoured footbed with soft polyurethane cushioning next to the foot

Perforations for enhanced air circulation

Flexible removable sockliner

Heel shock absorption and foot stability

Product Details Product Reviews Share

Tsubo Charon Trainer | Mens Lightweight Sneaker | Tsubo.com http://www.tsubo.com/mens-charon-lightweight-sneaker/8338,d...
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Description

Cousin to the classic saddle shoe, this mid-boot’s geometric patterns would make

modern architects proud. Contrasting the stiff feel of most 9-to-5 wear, the burnished

premium leather upper is paired with a contoured foam footbed and crepe outsole to

provide unmatched comfort through heel shock absorption and enhanced air

circulation. The patchwork design toes a spirited line between dress and casual.

Product Details

The Tsubo® Alderan utilizes the following technology:

Contoured footbed with soft polyurethane cushioning next to the foot

Perforations for enhanced air circulation

Flexible, removable sock-liner

Heel shock absorbtion and foot stability

Product Details Product Reviews Share

Tsubo® Alderan for Men | Saddle Mid Boot | Tsubo.com http://www.tsubo.com/mens-alderan-saddle-mid-boot/8336,defau...
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Description

Channel a retro vibe with this luxurious yet rebellious motor boot designed by Timo

Weiland for Tsubo. The comfort foam and cushioning EVA footbed kick high heel pain

to the curb, while the chunky industrial aesthetic boosts height and confidence.

Whatever your arena, your inner rock star will thank you.

Product Details

The Tsubo® Braden utilizes the following technology:

Latex foam for soft comfort

Additional latex foam pods at forefoot and heel pressure points

2 piece insole board with EVA foam for comfort and cushioning

Steel shank for support

Product Details Product Reviews Share

Tsubo® Braeden for Women| Leather Fashion Lace-Up Boot | ... http://www.tsubo.com/womens-braeden-timo-weiland-leather-la...
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Description

Take a peek at this feminine spin on a mountaineering must-have. The Hadley’s EVA

and latex foam footbed and rubber outsole ease every step through shock absorption

and comfort contouring. Your fashionable side covets the slight wedge and cozy fabric

cuff, both perfect for when the mountain you’re climbing is in an urban jungle.

Product Details

The Tsubo® Hadley utilizes the following technology:

EVA foam for comfort and shock absorption

Latex foam for soft comfort

Additional latex foam at forefoot pressure point

3 piece insole board for added flexibility

Product Details Product Reviews Share

Tsubo® Hadley for Women | Lace-Up Wedge Boots at Tsubo.com http://www.tsubo.com/womens-hadley-lace-up-wedge-boot/834...
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Womens Kemma

Price:

$190.00

Model: 8348

Color Selected: BLACK

Available Sizes:

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

11

Availability: Please select your size

Quantity: 1

Add to Cart

Checkout Now

Add to Wishlist

 Gift wrap this item for $4.00

Free Shipping + Free Returns

Average Customer Rating

Description

Kick classic up a notch with the slick profile of this sculptural mid boot. The design breezes you through your day with rubber bushing details for shock absorption, supportive memory foam and a PU outsole for comfort, and ground-hugging rubber forefoot. A walk-on-air wonder, the

Kemma is savvy style, day or night.

Product Details

The Tsubo® Kemma utilizes the following technology:

Leather sockliner with anti-bacterial treatment

Supportive memory foam top layer with cushioning latex foam bottom layer

Additional cushioning latex foam forefoot

Steel shank and Insole board for support

Rubber bushing for shock absorbtion

Like

 (No reviews)

Product Details Product Reviews Share

Tsubo® Kemma for Women | Leather Fashion Ankle Bootie | T... http://www.tsubo.com/womens-kemma-leather-bootie/8348,defa...
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Description

Business has never been such a pleasure since this fusion of modern and timeless

styles. A dress shoe that wears like a sneaker, the single density footbed combines

with the outsole’s one-two punch of leather and rubber for unmatched comfort. Easy

on both eyes and feet, there’s a tailored twist—you can dress it up or down.

Product Details

The Tsubo® Winslow II utilizes the following technology:

Contoured footbed with soft polyurethane cushioning next to the foot

Perforations for enhanced air circulation

Flexible, removable sock-liner

Heel shock absorbtion and foot stability

Product Details Product Reviews Share

Tsubo® Winslow II for Men | Leather Dress Shoe | Tsubo.com http://www.tsubo.com/mens-winslow-II-leather-dress-shoe/832...
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